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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

"ie request of the Government of Mauritius, an advisory
to the country was undertaken by Mr. Ke-chiang Wang

^^Ae1^nal Adviser on Statistics and National Accounts bf
7? ?? Multi-disciplinary Regional Advisory Group (MRAG), from
V? } *?ri1' f995' to Provide advice separately to the Ministry
RL JfiUSrrJ,a,nn ^strial Tehnology and the Ministry of Wome^s
Rights, Child Development and Family Welfare.

This report relates to the mission's activities, findings
and recommendations with respect to the Ministry of Industry and
Industrial Technology only. ,y

The Terms of Reference of the mission consisted of the
following:

To provide advisory services to the technical staff of the
Ministry, who are specialists in various disciplines, in:

(i) conducting advanced industrial surveys for research
policy formulation and industrial monitoring; and '

(ii) collection of special information/data, on technology,
types and quality of products, productivity, etc.

The Ministry of Industry and Industrial Technology (MIIT)
is responsible for the development of the manufacturing industry
, which accounts for 23% of Mauritius's total Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) and has been growing at the average rate of 6% per
year during the two decades 1971-1991, accounting for over 60%
of the country's total export earnings. In spite of this success
story, the Government is very much concerned over its export
products' competitiveness and their access and market share in
such traditional overseas markets such as the European Union (EU)
and North America, because of recent developments in the
international arena such as the unification of the EC and the
signing of NAFTA and the creation of other trading blocks, etc.
Thanks to the fast and steady development in the manufacturing
industry, especially in the Export Processing Zone (EPZ), the
country has reached a near-full-employment and is currently
facing acute labour shortages, and hence the Government's concern
on productivity, in particular, total factor productivity of its
manufacturing industry.

During the mission, a study session on the measurement of
productivity, principally for the industrial development officers
and technicians of the MIIT and some statisticians of the Central
Statistical Office (CSO), was organised at the premises of the
CSO, to work on data (actual or hypothetical) for Mauritian
manufacturing industry with the aim of demonstrating the methods
of calculating total and partial factor productivity. Together
with the Ministry's officials and the CSO's Industrial Statistics
Section, the mission prepared a draft questionnaire for use in
ad hoc surveys on Industrial Trends and Technological Advancement
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in ^tfi^?ibUted to the lar9e-sized manufacturing establishments

At the invitation of the Director of the CSO, a studv
session on National Accounts (its concepts, historical
development, usefulness and limitations) was also held at the
premises of the CSO, for officials of the CSO, the SlIT, and somi
economists and planners of the Ministry of Economic Planning and

S^ry^' Thl!' *?°wever< was "°t part of the Terms of
Reference of the present mission.

The mission was happy to learn that a technical assistance
programme with the World Bank, including th provision of a
consultant to help conduct training seminars on productivitv
measurement, is in the process of being implemented.

The mission made two principal recommendations: one relates
to capacity building at the MIIT, where it was found that
shortage of reference materials (books and periodicals, and
documents on industrial costs, management, etc.) had been an
handicapping factor for the technical officers of the Ministry
to do meaningful research work and comparative studies; the other-
concerns the proposal that the CSO should build up as soon as
practicable, its estimates of capital stock and capital
consumption within the framework of national accounts, in
particular, for the manufacturing industry so as to facilitate
the calculations of total factor productivity for the whole
economy as well as for its major production sectors, such as
agriculture, manufacturing, transport, trade, etc.

It was agreed that the MIIT undertake a comparative study
of labour costs (for skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled labour)
between Mauritius and other developing countries, particularly
those in East and South-East Asia, as part of the regular
monitoring and research activity of the MIIT.

The mission was grateful to the Government for its always
forthcoming cooperation, assistance and hospitality extended to
the mission in facilitating the latter's work and expressed the
readiness of ECA to be of service and assistance to its Member
States.
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DRAFT REPORT ON A MISSION TO THE MINISTRY OF

INDUSTRY AND INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY OF MAURITIUS
PERTAINING TO INDUSTRIAL STATISTICS AND
PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT

(4-21 APRIL, 1995) *

I. Introduction and Terns of Reference:

1. An advisory mission to the Ministry of Industry and
Industrial Technology of the Government of Mauritius, which was
originally requested as per the letter dated 23 May, 1994 from
the Office of the Director of the Ministry of Economic Planning
and Development (MEPD), was finally undertaken from 4-21 April
1995 (i.e., almost exactly one year after the receipt of the
request) by Mr. Ke-chiang Wang, Senior Regional Adviser on
National Accounts and Statistics of ECA's Multi-disciplinary
Regional Advisory Group (ECA-MRAG). The delay was due mainly to
suitable timing arrangements for both the Government and ECA and
to considerations of cost effectiveness in arranging ECA's
regional advisers' travel programmes.

2. The Terms of Reference as outlined by the Government and

agreed to by ECA consist of the following:

To provide advisory services to the technical staff of the
Ministry, who are specialists in various disciplines, in:

(i) conducting advanced industrial surveys for research,
policy formulation and industrial monitoring;

(ii) collection of special information/data, e.g., on
technology, types and quality of products, productivity,
etc.

3. The mission arrived in Mauritius from a neighbouring African
country, where the Regional Adviser (RA) had been on mission, on

4th April, 1994, late in the evening. The following day he was
able to get into contact with the Office of the Director of the

Ministry of Economic Planning and Development (MEPD), and then
the UNDP Office, where he was briefed by the Programme Officer

of the UNDP on the mission's activities. The same day the RA was

introduced to the senior officials of the Ministry of Industry
and Industrial Technology (MIIT) and the Ministry of Women's
Rights, Child Development and Family Welfare (MWRCDFW), and a
tentative work schedule was arranged by the Government for the
RA as follows: .

(i) Ministry of Women's Rights, Child Development and Family
Welfare: 5, 6, 7, 11, 13, 18, and 20 April;

(ii) Ministry of Industry and Industrial Technology: 10, 12,
14, ..-17,< and 19 April.

* The period of the mission 4-21 April, 1995, was shared
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almost equally between the two Ministries that requested

MWRCDFW

4. This report covers the mission's activities, findinas and
recommendations relating to the Ministry of industry ani
^friaK T«chnolo9y o^y- The mission's activities and
wilfSrcontain^°rnWOmen' ClVildren and familv welfare Matterswin be contained in a separate report to the Government.

II. Origin of the mission:

I™ ^t government's request for such an advisory mission from
ECA with Terms of Reference as indicated in para? 3 above haS
i^^^n^v6 ^er-'S dr.ive in ^versification of the

economy and in improving the country's "total factor

tydring th11***1** °f the NationlLl ^
g ountrys total

ng h11***1** °f the NationalLvelopment p^
para9raPh 1.46 of the Plan document, it outlined
m°ng thS Plan'S majOr orientations' of national

- » an all-round action plan on total factor productivity
nr«£^ing ,techn,0.10^' infrastructure, management, labour
capital "' inCentlVe st^«=ture and, most importantly, human

- h product and market diversification in industry to
withstand competition in existing markets."

tli,,Th\ah°Ye Pol.icy orientation was the result of changed and
still changing circumstances both domestically and in the

t99fna£™»L e^irOnrnl" ThUS^ during the twoYdecades 197?!1991, largely through the consistent pursuit f lb

y d i

£™»L ^rl" ThUS^ during the twoYdecades 197?!
, largely through the consistent pursuit of an labour-

intensive export-oriented development strategy (through the
mfn^^T °f EPZ (export processing zone) f Mauritius has
managed to turn a high unemployment rate of 22% to a near full-

^Sf °f thG ,lab°Ur f°rce to-day? its GDP growth hasaveraged an annual 6 per cent during the oeriod- and

an^aCtring in^Uftry, is- nOW contributing to 23% to GDP instead
IL !? f°f 15% °^y m 1971, and EPZ products accounted for
off total export earnings in 1991 as against a negligible

. -^*1970?' The currently near-full-employment "has
/n.its wake snort*ges of labour, both skilled and

, in nearly all sectors of the economy. This, in turn,
has increased pressure for higher wages and salaries, thereby
adversely affecting the competitiveness of the country's exports
in the international market."

7. On the other hand, developments in the international
environment ( the unification of the European Community, the
signing of NAFTA and creation of other trading blocks, etc.) are
creating problems and have caused uneasiness on the part of
Mauritius concerning its market access and market shares in some
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traditional markets, such as the EC and North America, for
Mauritian export products.

8. These points were stressed over and again to the mission by
the top officials of the MJIT (including its Permanent Secretary,
and its Principal Industrial Development Officers in charge of
Evaluation and Monitoring, and of Research and Planning,
respectively.

III. Progress of mission:

9. The Ministry of Industry and Industrial Technology (MIIT)
is responsible mainly for the manufacturing industry, while
construction is taken care of by the Ministry of Works and
electricity and water distribution are the responsibility of
other governmental departments. However, the manufacturing
industry has grown fast during the past decade, accounting in
1994 for 23.0% of the GDP of Mauritius and growing at the steady
pace of over 6.0% per annum.

10. The MIIT is headed by a Minister and a Permanent Secretary

(P.S.), and has distinctive structures for administrative and
technical matters. The Technical Section is sub-divided into 3
Units: the Evaluation Unit, the Monitoring Unit and the Research
and Planning Unit, with the Units of Evaluation and Monitoring,
and the Unit of Research and Planning, being headed respectively

by a Principal Industrial Development Officer (P.I.D.O.).,
assisted by several Senior Industrial Development Officers
(S.I.D.O.) and Industrial Development Officers (I.D.O.).

11. The mission's daily work programme was arranged with the two

P.I.D.O.s of the Technical Section of the MIIT. Working sessions

with them and their supporting officers were conducted daily and
as necessary. The mission was kindly received by the Permanent

Secretary of the MIIT on 12th April, 1995, who in welcoming the

ECA mission, stressed on and explained the main concern of the

Government on industrial productivity and competitiveness of
Mauritian products on the international markets.

12. After exchanging views with the senior officials of the
MIIT, the mission proposed the following courses of action to be

followed during the remainder of its stay in completing its Terms

of Reference as outlined in para. 2 above:

- To conduct a study session on the measurement of

productivity, principally for the industrial development officers
(IDOs) and technicians of the Ministry, to work on data for

Mauritian manufacturing industry with the aim of demonstrating
the methods of calculating Total and partial factor productivity;

- To prepare, with inputs from the Ministry's officials and

the CSO's Industrial Statistics Section, a draft questionnaire

for use in ad hoc inquiries on Industrial Trends and
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Technological Advancement to be distributed to the
manufacturing establishments.

13. in addition, it was agreed that the Ministry, with oossibio

?fSo8;sr fr°m th? CS°' raake a comparative cost^flaSour study
unsknt^r£ Jari^S l6V?1S' SUch as sk^led, semi-skilled and
unskilled) of Mauritius with other developing countries in sav
SS^-1" paiTticular< . South-east Asia, with the object
determining the competitiveness of local labour with countries
«n^X- a-r/tageSw°f economic development. The carrying out of
mt?5 aKSt^Y ls*ey°nd the TOR of the present mission and the
MIIT should see to it this be done without much delay.

iii- At thf i"yitation of the Director of the Central statistical
Office and with the agreement of the MIIT, a study session on
National Accounts: its evolution, concepts and 1imitations
(including an introduction of the 1993 System of National
Accounts) was conducted at the CSO, with a lecture delivered by
the mission, which was subsequently followed by discussion. The
session was held on 14th April, in the morning, at the premises
of the CSO and under the Chairmanship of its Director. The study
session was attended by 10 senior officers of the CSO 2
Industrial Development Officers of the MIIT, and 4 economists and
planners from the Ministry of Economic Planning and Development
(MEPD). It was considered by the participants as an informative
and very useful session on the subject.

15. The mission learned from the MIIT that a technical
assistance programme with the World Bank is in the process of
being implemented. The programme includes, amongst other things
the provision of a Consultant to help conduct training seminars
on productivity measurement and to do the necessary preparations
of basic data for the purpose. The mission welcomed this news and
considered it to be useful steps in the right direction.

16. The notes on methodology and calculations of Total Factor
Productivity, based partly on available information and partly
assumed data, for the study session, which was held at the CSO
for Industrial Development Officers of the MIIT and some
statisticians of the CSO, on 17th April, 1995 in the afternoon,
are shown in Annex I.

17. A draft questionnaire which is intended as a one-time ad hoc
survey on "Industrial trends and technological advancement" for
large-sized manufacturing establishments, is given in Annex II.
The draft has incorporated inputs from the officials of the MIIT
as well as those from the concerned statisticians of the CSO.
The draft is intended for discussion and as a basis for further
modification and improvement before it being adopted for use in
the field. The mission is of the opinion that this ad hoc
questionnaire should be completed by all larger-sized
manufacturing establishments in the Export Processing Zone (EPZ)
above the threshold of say 100 employees; while for
establishments with an employment of 20 to 100, a sampling
procedure may have to be used, to make sure that certain
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particular industrial groups (for example, chemicals; jwellery
watches & clocks; etc., would be included in the sample). It is
advisable that the CSO be included as a partner in the
organisation, conduct and subsequent analysis of the Survey.

18. A list of persons met is given in Annex III; while a list
of publications and documents consulted is found is Annex IV.

IV. Concluding remarks and recommendations:

19. In conclusion, the mission is of the opinion that by and
large, its Terms of Reference as outlined in para. 2 above, have
been fulfilled. In spite of the short duration, of the mission
(i.e., one week only, as another week of the mission was devoted
to work with the Ministry of Women's Rights, Child Welfare and
Family Welfare; see footnote on page 1), the mission, with the
Kind help and collaboration of all concerned, including the
officials of the MIIT and the statisticians in charge of
industrial statistics at the CSO, had managed to conduct a study
session on methodology and exercise on productivity calculations;
and also prepared, in consultation with the officials of the MIIT
and the CSO concerned, a draft questionnaire for ad hoc advanced
industrial surveys, aimed at obtaining data on industrial
technology and trends for policy formulation and planning
purposes. ^

20. The mission should like to make some recommendations of a
general nature. This involves capacity building at the MIIT. The
mission has found that the technical officers of the Ministry are
willing and eager to learn; however, they appear to have been
handicapped by lack of reference materials (books and
periodicals, and documents, on industries, costs, management,
etc.); apparent lack of adequate contacts with such international
organisations as the UNIDO and the ILO; UNCTAD; etc. Short
training courses on industrial management, etc., conducted at
suitable national and international centres should be availed of
by the Government for the technical officers of the MIIT. The
mission welcomes Government's initiative in getting World Bank's
assistance in building up the Ministry's technical capability and
looks forward to more fruitful cooperation between the Government
and EGA Multi-disciplinary Regional Advisory Service (MRAG) in
the future.

21. The mission should also like to recommend that the Central
Statistical Office (CSO) build up its estimates of capital stock

and—Capital consumption within the framework of national
accounts. In spite of the many advances made by the CSO in
national accounts work, this particular area appears to be
lagging behind. This, of course, is no simple task and requires
painstaking and persistent efforts on the part of the CSO in
gathering and exploiting data from various sources, including
data from local production and imports of capital goods, data on
investment expenditures from government and private sectors, etc.
Without such data on capital stock by industrial group detail,
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"* bG P°ssible to make advances on calculations

rss'E'Ss 2: ssss £££
^S=aSS!5S«2SStS2^agriculture, manufacturing, trade, transport, etc

IV. Acknowledgement:
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ANNEX I- NOTES ON THE MEASUREMENT OF PRODUCTIVITY

Concept: What is productivity ?

1. Productivity is a measure of the efficiency with which
products, which cover both goods and services, are produced in
a society. Such a measure is usually expressed as the
relationship the output bears to the factors needed to produce
that output. *

2 * ^ t_T^e outPut (i •e •' gross value added) of an industrial
establishment is measured by the following identity:

Net output (i.e., value added) = Value of sales (or turnover) +
increase in inventories of materials and finished goods and work-
in-progress during the period - purchases of materials and
fuels.

The net output for productivity calculations has to be expressed
in terms of constant prices of a base year.

3. The inputs consist of primary inputs (i.e., labour, capital,
land) and intermediate inputs. Thus, productivity can be
increased not only by improving the quality of labour through
education, vocational training, work experience and greater
motivation; the installation of more efficient pieces of
machinery; but also the use of better quality material inputs.

4. For productivity calculations, usually only primary inputs
(that is, labour and capital) are taken into account.

5. The labour inputs can be expressed in one of the following
ways: (i) total number of employees (or workers); (ii) number of
man-hours actual worked; or (iii) number of man-hours paid.

6. The capital input is expressed in terms of the mid-year

capital stock of the industrial establishment (or industry)
concerned. In order to eliminate the effect of inflation,, the
capital stock figures should be expressed in constant prices.
Estimates of capital stock for the mid-year can be arrived at by
taking the arithmetic average of corresponding estimates for the
beginning and the end of the year in question.

7. Capital stock figures are usually estimated based on the
Perpetual Inventory Method (PIM), which makes use of the

following data: (i) gross fixed capital formation by type of

capital good (e.g., separately for land and buildings, plant and
machinery, transport equipment, etc.) by year, for a number of
years; (ii) Wholesale (or producers') price indexes for the
various types of capital goods by year; (iii) estimates of the
average life span of the various types of assets concerned (e.g.,
50 years for buildings? 7 to 10 years for machinery; 4 years for
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ThGse would estimates of the values of

figures should be in constant prices of a base year

Measurement of

?' 14.?^°fuctivity can be measured in one of two ways-
(multi) factor productivity, which gauges output agaiAst alfSe
input factors that go to produce it; or (ii) Partial factor
productivity, which gauges output against one single input such
as the commonly known labour productivity. An increase in ?
ffgLP^CtiV^y BiTifi;es growin<* efficiency fn theflfgL
increase! f>

* y fn the usfof
P^uation. Thus, total factor productivity
S imProvement ^ the overall process through

igy ?r »ana<Jement practice that leads to more
use of existing resources. Therefore, total facto?
Y ^ b#8t expression of the Efficiency of economic

9* ^ °l?i ^he othG^ hand, an increase in partial factor
Productivity can also be the result of substitution effects not
necessarily accompanied by increases in overall (total factori
productivity. Thus, an increase in labour productivity can result
from the replacement of labour by capital; in which case a fall
in the productivity of the substituting factor, capital, is the
counterpart to the productivity increase showing up for the

££°f iiab°,Ur) ^at 1S rePlaced- m fact, past history has shown
^V£PltaX fubstitution has been a major factor in the

countries productivity in most industrial and developing

10, Quantitative measurements of productivity are usually done
in two ways: in the case of total factor productivity, only the
two most important production factors, capital and labour, are
taken into account. Partial factor productivity is usually given
in terms of labour productivity. In research and in policy
matters, preference is generally given to labour productivity)
this is partly due to statistical reasons (i.e., the difficulty
in obtaining reliable estimates of capital stock figures) and
partly because labour productivity is an important element in
costs and income formation. However, the concept of total factor
productivity is valuable in assessing the contribution of
investment and capital accumulation to labour productivity.

Formulae used in productivity

Xii JLa,bour Productivity is expressed in terms of gross value
added (at constant factor cost) per employee or per man-hour
worked. This can easily be converted into index numbers and the
annual percentage changes calculated.
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12. The calculation of Total factor productivity is much more
complex. The usual formula used can be expressed in the followina
fashion: ^

TFP Index = Yt/ SUM (Wit Zit)

Where Yt, the output index, is deflated by a weighted
average index of inputs (factors of production), Z, the weights.
Wit, being typically cost shares of labour (wages and salaries)
and profits (gross operating surplus) in the total gross value
added at factor cost, either in some base year, the current year
or are continuously updated by chain linking.

13. The above is a simple and crude way of expressing the
calculations needed in obtaining the Total Factor Productivity.
Much more complicated forms in terms of translog production
functions or regression models have been developed by various
researchers.

14. The idea behind this measurement of Total Factor
Productivity (TFP) is quite straightforward. For instance, if one
assumes capital and labour are the two principal primary factor
inputs to be taken into consideration, after one has taken into
account changes in the inputs of labour and capital respectively,
what remains in the change in the efficiency of production can
be attributed to residual factors (e.g., technology advance,
better management procedures, improvement in cruality of product,
the use of better and cheaper materials, better labour-management
relations, etc.). Such changes can conseguently be equated to
changes in Total Factor Productivity. However, the availability
of statistical data would often constitute the bottleneck in the
calculations of TFP.

15. The following calculations will provide an exercise in the

calculation of TFP for Mauritius's manufacturing industry
(excluding sugar) by industrial group, for the period 1987-1992.
This is primarily for illustration purposes only, to indicate the
methods to be used. The sources of data are as follows:

1- Output: This is based on CSO data on value added at

current factor cost (million Rs.). The 1992 CSO figures

for V.A. at current factor cost is converted into constant
1987 prices by using the sectoral deflator for
manufacturing (142.4 for 1992, with 1987=100; see Table
1.9, P. 45 of CSO's "National Accounts of Mauritius,

1994");

2. Labour input fnumber of employees in 000's): The C.S.O.;

the preferred indicator could have been numbers of worker-
hours actually worked, which are not available;

3. Capital input (stock of fixed capital, in million Rs.):
The figures for 1992 are based largely on the CSO's
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incomplete provisional estimates, adjusted for data
coverage by the mission, the adjustment factor being
employment data. The estimates for capital stock for 1987
in constant 1992 prices are purely hypothetical and without
factual foundation. Figures on capital inputs, therefore,
must waxt for later CSO estimates based on the Perpetual
Inventory Method (PIM).

T*tf>le-r-l--t An Illustration of calculations of Trt
r Productivity Index (TFPI^ ft?^ on data for Mauriit-

Manufacturing industry fpyrlnrtina suaar), 7997 &

Industrial

group

Labour Input

(000 workers)

1987 1992 Index

(1) (2) (3)

Capital Input Share in

(million Rs.) Value add(%)
1987 1992 Index Lab. Cap.

(4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Food (excl.

sugar) 4.5 5.2

Beverages &

tobacco 2.3 2.8

Textiles(yarn
& fabrics) ... 3.5 4.9
Wearing

apparel 77.6 72.7

Footwear &

leather prods. 1.5 2,5
Wood & wood prd.1.7 2.7
Paper & print

ing 1.9 2.0
Chemicals &

chera. products. 2.5 3.2
Metal products,

machinery &

transport equip.3.2 4.6
Other manufac.. 3.8 3.2

Total, Manufac-

turina ..103.7 106.4

1.16

1.22

1.40

0.94

1.67

1.59

1.05

1.28

1.44

0.84

351

175

585

435

234

585

1400 1808

41

25

53

136

211

56

62

47

95

244

316

67

1.24

1.34

1.00

1.29

1.50

1.88

1.79

1.79

1.50

1.20

33

32

50

50

45

54

45

30

38

39

67

68

50

50

55

46

55

70

62

61

1■03 3068 3963 t39 ^
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Table 2. Calculations of Total Factor Productivity Tnde
(TFPI) for Mauritius^ Manufacturing Industry: An illustration

Industrial

group

Output(million Rs.) Total Input TFP

1987 1992 1992 Index Index(1992/ index
(f.C.) (f.c.) (87 fc.) (92/87) 1987)

U) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)-

Food (excl.

sugar) 260 673 473

Beverages &

tobacco 293

Textiles 186

Wearing

apparel 2126

Footwear &

leather prods.. 73

Wood & wood

products 66

Paper & print

ing 123

Chemicals &

chem. prods.... 254

Non-metallic

mineral prods.. 67

Metal products,

machinery &

transport equip.222

Other products. 250

Total. Manu

facturing 3920 9361 6574

1.82 1.21

1506

303

4343

172

214

360

599

382

571

239

1057

213

3050

121

150

253

421

268

401

168

3.61

1.15

1.43

1.66

2.27

2.06

1.66

4.00

1.81

0.67

1.30

1.20

1.12

1.58

1.72

1.46

1.64

1.83

1.48

1.06

2.73

0.96

1.28

UB

1.32

1.41

1.01

2.19

1.22

0.63

1.18 1-4.2.

* The above exercise shows a Total Factor Productivity Index

of 142 for 1992 (1987=100), or a growth of efficiency of 7.3% per

annum between 1987 and 1992, at compounded rate of growth, for

the Manufacturing industry (excluding sugar) as a whole. This is

because the output grew 68% (or at annual rate of 10.7%), while

the total inputs grew at only 18% (or 3.4% per year). If one

looks at Table 1 above, the Labour Input grew only 3% during the

period (or 0.6% per year), and the Capital Input grew at a

supposedly 29% (i.e., 5.2% per yeary.
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ANNEX II

Ministry of Industry & Industrial Technology

Ad Hoc Survey on Prospects on Production and

zss&zsk inA4veanEcpTrly), ^ 199Tger-sized
This questionnaire is intended to collect i

information supplied by your factory (or enterprise? will bf
treate^ strictly nnnTHm^.n, Your cooperation in thfs
connection will be greatly appreciated. °Peratl°n "» this

Level of production.

Level of exports

Level of local sales

"P&T D°Wn °°n '* know

Note: If your answer to question 1 is "up", or "same-
please skip Questions 2 & 3 below, and go on to Qu4s. 4. '

2. If you expect level of exports to go down in comina «
months, can you please tide one or more of the foUow?ng reasons

s?mi£T'

(3) Other (Please specify)

3. If you ticked 2(1) above, can you please

" f°r ^ Mgher C°t °f *iti f

(1) the level of wages in Mauritius (i.e., hourlv rate of
pay for skilled semi-skilled, or unskilled Io )". too
high, compared with other countries ' ls to°

(2) the machinery and equipment in use is too old anri
therefore less efficient and more costly to operate
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C>

large enough to
(4) Others (Please specify)

B- Capacity

Estimated capacity utilisation (in %) in 1994-

fI^f^ r?91? Utilisation <in %) ^ firstYair'year'Of

~I« *5 tJIere is a serious under-utilisation of
SLfr68^ l ti

Mi ^t^ 11^1" of demand from traditional markets
uii. fnabll^ty to secure imported raw materials in
sufficient quantity or required quality materials in
(in) Shortage of labour

SUch absentee^, in

which year(s) were they installed

5s
In *"*• •■■••*

■••*■••

8. Do you think that the technical level of your plant,
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and equipment is up to the standard required in your

Investment p^anp

9. Is major capital investment in fixed assets fmachinpru *.
and Si buildings and construction, v^ici'i^ga^foTSgS
be invested (in* ™-- ~~----"':" * * If BO/ the exPe<*ed amount to

of "

to Which

(1) Replacement of old equipment
(2) Aiming at extending existing production" capacity
(3) To increase productivity of plant ...
(4) Other (please specify)

11. If the answer to question 9 is no, what is/are the

the Soiling:"9 *° ^^ ±n 1995 "Wl 1996 ^iciTne^or ITrlTf
(1) Inadequate return on new investment ...
(2) Shortage of finance

(,3A "nceftainty about demand, especiaiiy'exports
(4) Shortage of labour

ill ;^KGStl?e?ts have been "centiy" made]' in 'year'
(6) Other (please specify) *

Labour and labour/management relat

or n,ore

(1) Shortage of labour supply....

ll\l\}**i and/or
{l\ $,l\ $ w? SenteVism among emploVees V.V
(4) Problems of labour/management relations in factory.*.'.".".'

13. Do

z~.£"£s &~»zjn£ssaurr £«=s
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schemef for ^pyeeT/Z .T^.T^. .T***.inSurance
yo^r^mp^^^ ^^^ <funded and/or 'unfunded) 'for
(3) Provide welfare "facilities' '('e.g.'/ f'ree'medicai'servire*
free or subsidized lunches, recreational facilitief Itc >
at your factory? Please specify: ...77.7.;.??.'

FT" Quality 9f

(1) improved designs of products

(3) increase the variety of products

expenditure ,S.... ^.^ . et ing/a<3Yert isement

jproblems fac^d by your factory (

(1) Insufficient demand
(2) Shortage of raw materials
(3) Shortage of labour
(4) Lack of modern eguipment"
(5) Problems of financing
(6) Others, please specify: .,

i

Official title:

Signature Date
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ANNEX III. LIST OF PERSONS MET

A. fftmtrii statistical office, Ministry of Bgonwiff Planning
t

1. Mr. S. Basant Rai, Director of Statistics.

2. Mrs. Dheermu Devi Manraj, Principal Statistician (Economic

Statistics), CSO.

3. Mr. M. Khadaroo, Principal Statistician (Social Statistics).

4. Mr. H. Bundhoo, Principal Statistician (Population Census

and Demography).

5. Mr. N. Gansaram, Acting Principal Statistician.

6. Mr. D. Juleemun, Industrial statistician.

7. Mrs. Set Fongr Statistician (National Accounts).

B. other Department^ f Ministry of Economic—Planningp

Envelopment:

8. Mr. Pravin Ramessur, Senior Economist, Ministry of Economic
Planning and Development.

c. Miniatrv of women's Rights, child Development and Family
welfare;

9. Mrs. L. Dubois, Permanent Secretary.

10. Mrs. S. Hanoormanjee, Principal Assistant Secretary.

11. Mr. A.K. Lutchmun, Director, Planning and Research Unit.

12. Dr. Suryadeve Kaleeah, Coordinator, Planning and Research

Unit (PRU).

13. Mrs. Devi Beerachee, Senior statistical Assistant.

14. Mrs. J. Gopaul, Statistical Assistant.

15. Mr. D. Gaoneadry, Assistant Secretary (Social Welfare).

16. Mr. R. Patpur, Acting Social Welfare Commissioner.

17. Mrs, Mohini Bali, Coordinator, Women's Affairs Unit.

18. Mrs. M.C. Bibi Diop, Project Coordinator of National women's

Council.

19. Mrs. Nalini Burn, Consultant on Women
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Entrepreneurship/Gender Mainstrearaing Project, UNDP.

20. Ms. Uma Rughoo, Liaison Officer, Family Counselling Service.

Unit)Mr" M" Varaden' Assistant Secretary (in charge of Children's

Mayan' *.cret«y, National

* F* AhamSd' Confident^l Secretary, Planning and Research

D" Ministry of Tndnstrv and

24. Mr. Regis Yat Sin, Permanent Secretary.

SW^1 m^trial Development

?EvaluaiioRn an^nitoring')^1 InduStrial development officer

27. Mr. Robindro Ghose, Senior Industrial Development Officer.

28. Mr. L. Morin, Industrial Development Officer.

Ms. Meenakshee Reetoo, Industrial Development Officer.

Mr. c. Paul, senior Industrial Development Officer.

Mr. Y. Cader, Industrial Development Officer.

Mr. B.R. Domun, Industrial Development Officer.

E- Ministry of H^Uht

Health' JUinOOndar Sunkur' ^incipal Demographer, Ministr^ of

F- 3aai£eAMations Development

29

30

31

32

1. Mrs. Therese K.W. Yang, Programme Officer
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ANNEX IV. LIST OF PUBLICATIONS AND DOCUMENTS CONSULTED

1. " National Development Plan, 1992-1994: Programmes and

Policies", Ministry of Economic Planning and Development.

2. " Mauritius: Expanding Horizons", the World Bank,

Washington, D.C., July 1992.

3. " Technical Assistance to Enhance Competitiveness Project-
Project launch Workshops organised by the Ministry of Industry
arid Industrial Technology and Ministry of Finance in
collaboration with the World Bank", Le Maritim Hotel- Balaclava,

17 August, 1994.

4. » National Accounts of Mauritius, 1992", December 1992,

Central Statistical Office, Mauritius.

5. " National Accounts of Mauritius, 1993", CSO, December 1993.

6. " Digest of Industrial Statistics, 1992", August 1993, CSO.

7. " Women in Figures, March 1995", Ministry of Women's Rights,
Child Development & Family Welfare (MWRCDFW).

8. " National Programme of Action for the Survival, Development

and Protection of Children", MWRCDFW, June 1994.

9. " White Paper on Women in Development, March 1995", MWRCDFW.

10. " African Platform for Action" (E/ECA/ACW/RC.V/CM/3; 20

January, 1995), U.N. Economic Commission for Africa: a paper for
the Fifth African Regional Conference on Women (1994) preparatory

to the fourth World Conference on Women (1995).

11. M 1990 Housing and Population Census of Mauritius:
Vol.1. Housing and living conditions;
Vol.11. Demographic and fertility characteristics;
Vol.III. Economic characteristics;
Vol.IV. Educational characteristics?

Vol.V. Household characteristics;
Vol.VI. Geographical and migration characteristics;
Vol.VIl. Disability characteristics."

issued by the Central Statistical Office (CSO), December 1991.

12. " Digest of Demographic Statistics, 1992", October 1993,

CSO.

13. » Household Budget Survey, July 1991-June 1992", Vol.1,

Methodological Report, July 1993.

14. " Household Budget Survey, July 1991-June 1992", Vol.11,

Analytical Report, July 1994.
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16. » Health, Nutrition and Productivity of Workers in the
Export Processing Zone--, Vol.1, Methodological Survey? Iepten.be?

Office,AJuly\99?fSt °f Statlstics' 1992"' Central Statistical

^Ioau" f1*^1011 Analysis of Women and Children in Mauritius
1994", Republic of Mauritius and United Nations Children Fund.'

°n .Maurit,ius: H^tti Statistics Annual, 1993:
TiSf1 M6diCal Statistlcian"' "iniitry of

o2*4.4"A..ISland of Ro<3rigues: Digest of Vital and Health
Statistics, 1993: A Medical Statistics Office publication"
Ministry of Health, September 1994. Plication ,

21. "survey on the Mauritian Family, Vol.I, Draft Final Report"

'S^?£fiZ£g^£1A development and PamilyS

F^fay Tglr^65 °f COnflict within the Mauritian Family",

£4: Jl* i992 Census of Economic Activities: Vol.1. Small
Establishments and Itinerant Units", Central Statistical Office
June 1994. '

25. " National Accounts of Mauritius, 1994", CSO, December 1994.


